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In some previous papers one of us (G.A.K.) discussed dielectric relaxation phenomena with

the aid of non-equilibrium thennodynamics. In particular the Debye equation for dielectric relax

ation in polar liquids was derived. It was also noted that generalizations of the Debye equation

may be derived if one assumes that several microscopic phenomena occur which give rise to

dielectric relaxation and that the contributions of these microscopic phenomena to the macros

copic polarization may be introduced as vectorial internal degrees of freedpm in the entropy. If it

is assumed that there are n vectorial internal degrees of freedom an explicit fonn for the relaxa

tion equation may be derived, provided the developed fonnalism may be linearized. This relaxa

tion equation has the fonn of a linear relation among the electric field E, the first n derivatives

with respect to time of this field, the polarization vector P and the first n + 1 derivatives with

respect to time of P. It is the purpose of the present paper to give full details of the derivations of

the above mentioned results. It is also shown in this paper that if a part of the total polarization P

is reversible (i.e. if this part does not contribute to the entropy production) the coefficient of the

time derivative of order n + 1 of P in the relaxation equation is zero.

This work is supported by the Gruppo Nazionale per la Fisica Matematica of the Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche (C.N.R.), by the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (I..W.O.) and by
the Department of Mathematics and Computing Science of the Eindhoven University of Technology.
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1. Introduction

Macroscopic discussions on the thermodynamics of polarizable and magnetizable media in

an electromagnetic field are given by De Groot and Mazurl
), Mazur and Prigogine2

), Kluiten

berg3) and by Kluitenberg and De Groot4•S). The relativistic thermodynamics has been developed

in the references 3-5. A review has been given by Meixner and Reik6).

Furthermore, using the general methods of non-equilibrium thermodynamics, one of us

(G.A.K.) has developed a thermodynamic theory for some types of dielectric and magnetic relax

ation phenomena, by assuming that a polar and an axial vector field occur as internal thermo

dynamic degrees of freedom and that these fields influence the polarization and magnetization,

respectively (see reference 7). Snoek's equation for magnetic after-effects and Debye's theory for

dielectric relaxation phenomena in polar fluids are obtained as a special case of this theory.

In reference 8 it is shown that if there is a "hidden" vectorial internal variable Z, which

influences the polarization P, this leads to the possibility to write the total polarization P in the

form

P =p(O) + p(l) , (1.1)

(1.2)

where p(O) has the property that it vanishes for all values of p(l) if the medium is in a state where

the electric field E and the mechanical elastic stress vanish and the temperature of the medium

equals some reference temperature. p(l) is a function of Z only and may replace Z as internal vari

able. p(l) is a measurable quantity in contradistinction to an arbitrary "hidden" vectorial internal

degree of freedom which is not measurable in general.

In reference 8 a relaxation equation is derived for p(l) and it is shown that p(0) is propor

tional to E. Furthermore, it has been shown that the theory (with p(l) as internal variable) becomes

formally completely analogous to the Debye theory if the equations of state are linearized. Sud

den changes in p(l) are impossible while sudden changes in p(0) are possible if sudden changes

occur in the electric field E. For this reason p(O) may be called the elastic part of the polarization

and p(l) the inelastic part. Finally, in reference 9 the theory developed in the references 7 and 8 is

generalized and a different formulation is given by assuming that in principle all changes in the

polarization are irreversible phenomena so that both changes in p(O) and p(l) are irreversible

processes (see also reference lOin which Bottcher and Bordewijk note that a change of the polar

ization cannot be infinitely fast because it is connected with the motion of any kind of micros

copic particles). In reference 9 relaxation equations for p(O) and p(l) are obtained. In the linear

approximation one obtains for isotropic media the relaxation equation

(0) dE (0) (I) dP (2) d 2 P
X(EP)E + ""dt =X(PE)P + X(fE) dt + X(fE) dt2 '

if the internal degree of freedom is eliminated from the formalism. If changes in p(0) are reversi

ble processes (1.2) reduces to the Debye equation. Furthermore, the quantities X~~), X~~El' X~E)

and x~b in (1.2) are constants.
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In section 14 of reference 9 it is noted that generalizations of the Debye equation may be

derived if one assumes that an arbitrary number of phenomena occur which give rise to dielectric

relaxation and that it is possible to describe these microscopic phenomena with the aid of n

macroscopic vectorial internal variables which are introduced as internal degrees of freedom in

the Gibbs relation. Furthermore, an explicit form for the relaxation equation may be derived, pro

vided that the developed formalism may be linearized. It is the purpose of the present paper to

give full details of the derivation of these results with the aid of the methods of non-equilibrium
thermodynamicsl) 6) 11) 12) 13).

In section 2 we give the first law of thermodynamics for a polarizable continuous medium

in an electromagnetic field.

In section 3 we introduce the assumption that the entropy depends not only on the internal

energy, the strain tensor and the vector of the total polarization, but also on n vector fields
p(1) , p(2), ••• , p(Il), which play the role of internal degrees of freedom.

In section 4 the Gibbs relation and the entropy balance are derived and it is shown that the

entropy production is a sum of contributions due to viscous mechanical flow phenomena, heat

conduction, electric conduction and dielectric relaxation. Every contribution is an inner product

of two vectors or of two second order tensors of which one is a flux and the other is the thermo

dynamic force conjugate to the flux.

In section 5 the phenomenological equations connected with irreversible changes in the

polarization and with the generalized laws of Ohm, Fourier and Newton are formulated and the

symmetry relations and the Onsager-Casimir relations for the phenomenological coefficients are

derived.

The phenomenological equations and the entropy production are also formulated for the

case that the medium is isotropic. Furthermore, from the nonnegative character of the entropy

production, some inequalities are derived for the phenomenological tensors.

In section 6 a reference state (with temperature To) is introduced in which the equilibrium

stress tensor is a multiple of the unit tensor and the equilibrium electric field and the vectorial

thermodynamic affinities conjugate to the partial specific polarizations vanish. The strain tensor

£~, the vector of the specific total polarization p and the specific partial polarizations p(k)

(k =1,2, ... , n) are measured with respect to this state, i.e. ~, p and p(k) (k =1,2, ... , n) vanish in

the reference state. This state is a state of thermodynamic equilibrium. If we introduce a suitable

form for the specific free energy f, we obtain the linearized equations of state.

In section 7 a set of equations is derived which has a mathematical structure which is com

pletely analogous to the structure of the equations obtained in section 15 of reference 14 for

mechanical phenomena in continuous isotropic media.

By applying the same procedure as used in reference 14 the following dielectric relaxation

equation for isotropic media is obtained
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dE d(II-I)E d" Ex(0) E+X(I) - + ... +X(II-l) + -- =
(EP) (EP) dl (EP) dl(II-I) dI"

dP d" P d(II+l)P
- x(O) P + X(l) - + ... + X(II) -- + X(II+I) -'-,........,...,.,....
- (PE) (PE) dt (PE) dI" (PE) dl(II+I) ,

(1.3)

where x~~P) (k =0,1, ... , n -1) and X~E) (k =0,1, ... , n+ 1) are constants. It is seen that (1.3) has

the form of a linear relation among the electric field E, the first n derivatives with respect to time

of this vector, the polarization vector P and the first n + 1 derivatives with respect to time ofP.

In section 8 it is seen that:

i) If the equilibrium electric field is equal to the electric field of Maxwell (E(~q) =E), x~;;P

vanishes and the theory developed in this paper reduces to the case that the polarization is

additively composed of a reversible and of n irreversible parts. In particular, if n =1 the

Debye equation for dielectric relaxation in polar fluids is obtained.

ii) Ifno internal vectorial degrees of freedom occur the theory reduces to the De Groot-Mazur

theory.
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2. The first law of thermodynamics

Let us consider a polarizable medium in an electromagnetic field. Maxwell's equations for

the electromagnetic field read

rotH _1. aD =1. i~l) ,
c at c

div D =peel) ,

1 aB
rotE + - -=0

c at '
divB =0,

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

where E and B are the electric and magnetic field strengths, respectively, D is the electric dis

placement field, H is the magnetic displacement field, p(~l) is the electric charge density, j(~l) is the

density of the electric current and c is the velocity of light.

The time derivative ~ is the substantial derivative with respect to time defined by

d a 3 a
-dt =:} + 1: vy~ ,

ot 'F1 dX y

(2.5)

where ;t is the local derivative with respect to time. Furthennore, Xl> Xz and X3 are the coordi

nates of a point in space with respect to an orthogonal Cartesian frame of axes fixed in space and

Vl' Vz and V3 are the components of the velocity field with respect to this frame.

The first law of thennodynamics for a dielectric medium reads (see for example fonnula

(39) on p. 384 of reference 1)

du 3 dEaf> dn
p - =-divi q) + 1: 'taf> -- +i~l) • E + pE• .=.L.. •

dt ...~l dt dt
(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

In (2.6) u is the specific internal energy (energy per unit of mass), i q
) is the heat flow, 'taf> is the

mechanical stress tensor and £at> is the strain tensor defined by

E_A =1. [ aU a + au~].... :\ :\ (a,~ =1,2,3) ,
2 dX~ dX a

where u is the displacement field of the medium. From the definition (2.7), it is obvious that Eaf> is

a symmetric tensor field.

If the strains and rotations of the medium are small from a kinematical point of view, we

have in a first approximation

d 1 [ava av~]
dt Eaf> ="2 ax~ + aX

a
(a,~ =1,2,3) .

Now, if we define for an arbitrary second order tensor field A af> its scalar part by
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1 3
A =- LA yy

3 'F1

and its deviator by

- 1 3
Aa/\ =Aa/\ -"3 5a/\ L A yy

'F1

(Oa~ is the unit tensor), it follows from (2.9) and (2.10) that

and that

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

It should be noted that Aa/\ is a symmetric tensor field if and only if Aa/\ is a symmetric ten

sor field. Moreover, it is seen that the scalar part and the deviator of Ea/\ are given by

1 diE=- VU
3

and by

- 1 [au a au~ 2 . JEa/\ =- - + - - - 0a/\ divu ,
2 ax~ aXa 3

respectively.

In (2.6) P is the total mass density satisfying the conservation law

.£e.. =-divpv.at
If we introduce the specific volume v, by

(2.15) may also be written as

dv diPdt= vv.

From (2.13) and (2.17) we obtain

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

In (2.18), in a first approximation, p may be replaced by lIvo, where Vo is the specific volume in

the reference state (i.e. the state of the medium with respect to which the displacements of the

medium are measured) and this leads to
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v =vo(1 +3£).

Furthennore, in (2.6) p is the specific polarization defined by

p=vP,

where the polarization P is given by

P=D-E.

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)
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3. The Gibbs relation

Let us introduce the physical assumption that the total specific polarization is additively

composed of n + 1 partial specific polarizations, (see equation (14.1) of reference 9)

p =p(O) + p(l) + ... + p(II) (3.1)

and let us assume that the specific entropy (Le. the entropy per unit of mass) depends not only on

the specific internal energy u, the strain tensor EajI and the specific polarization p, but also on the n

vector fields pel) ,p(2), ••• ,p(lI) , which represent n thermodynamic internal degrees of freedom.

Hence, it is assumed that (see section 14 of reference 9)

(3.2)

We shall define the temperature T, the tensor field 't~q) and the vector fields E(eq), E(l)

(k= 1,2, "',n)by

T-I = -.£... S (u E P pel) p(2) ... p(II»au 't ~t, , , , ,

From (3.2)-(3.6) it follows that

3 II
Tds =du - v L 't~q) dEajI - E(eq) • dp + L E(l). dp(l) .

u,1l=1 l=l

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

An expression of the type (3.7) for ds is called Gibbs relation.

The equation (3.3) is the usual relation between temperature and entropy. In (3.4)-(3.7) 't~q)

is the equilibrium stress tensor, E(eq) is the equilibrium electric field and the vectors E(l) are the

vectorial thermodynamic affinities conjugate to the internal variables pel) (k =1,2, ... ,n).

For a fluid

't~) =- p(eq) l)c4\ (fluid)

and (3.7) becomes with the aid of (2.8), (2.13) and (2.18)

II
Tds =du + P (eq) dv - E(eq) • dp + L E(l) • dp(l) ,

l=l

(3.8)

(3.9)

where p (eq) is the scalar hydrostatic equilibrium pressure.

From (3.2) and (3.1) it is seen that the entropy may also be considered as a function of
u, Ec4\'p(O) ,p(l) ,p(2), ••• ,p(II). Hence, one has
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and using (3.1), one may write for (3.7)

3 ft
Tds =du - v 1: 't~q) d£of, ~ E(cq) • dp(O) + 1: (E(k) - E(cq». dp(k) .

~~ k~

Now, if we define

E~~) =E(k) - E(cq) (k =1,2, ... ,n) ,

(3.11) becomes

3 ft
Tds =du - v 1: 't~) d£of, - E(cq) • dp(O) + 1: E~~}) • dp(k) .

~1\=1 k=l

From (3.11) it follows that

aE(cq) =_T -- s(u £ p(O) pel) '" p(ft»
ap(O) 'all' , , , ,

a
E~~) = T ap(k) s (u, £of"p(O) ,p(l) •••• ,p(ft» (k = 1,2, ...• n) .

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

The partial specific polarization p(O) which occurs in the equations (3.1), (3.10), (3.11) and

(3.13)-(3.17) may be introduced such that, in a reference state, where the temperature T has an

arbitrarily chosen but fixed value To,

p(O) = 0 for all values of p(l) ,p(2) •••• ,p(ft)if T = To. 't~t = -p 0 l)all and E(cq) = 0 •(3.18)

where Po is a scalar.

The proof of (3.18) is given in section 3 of reference 9 for the case in which there is only

one partial specific polarization introduced as internal degree of freedom. But the detailed

mathematical proof to the general case of n partial specific polarizations is analogous to the proof

given for the case of mechanical relaxation phenomena in continuous media in reference 15.
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4. Entropy balance

In the section 3 we have discussed the expressions (3.7), (3.9) and (3.13) for the differential

ds of the specific entropy s. From (3.7) it follows that

T ds = du _ v f 't~q) dEaf> _ E(eq). dp + i: E(k). dp(k) .

dt dt ...11=1 dt dt k=1 dt
(4.1)

(4.2)

By eliminating the internal energy u from (2.6) and (4.1), one obtains the entropy balance

P
ds =-div J(q) + 0(8)

dt T '

J'q)
where T is the conductive flow of entropy and o(s) is the entropy production per unit volume

and per unit time given by

o(s) =T-I { f 't~) deaf> + j<q) • X(q) + jed) • E +
...11=1 dt

(4.3)

In (4.3) the tensoT't~) is the viscous stress tensor defined by

the vectors X(q) and E(ir) are given by

X(q) =_II grad T

and by

E(ir) =E _ E(eq) .

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

The terms in (4.3) with the viscous stress tensor 't~), the heat flow J(q) and the electric current PI)
give the contributions to the entropy production of viscous mechanical flow phenomena, heat

conduction and electric conduction, respectively. The terms with !!£- and d~:k) (k =1,2, .. " n)

are connected with entropy production due to dielectric relaxation. Moreover, in (4.3) the

entropy source strength o(s) must be zero if the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions are

satisfied within the system.

Finally, using (3.1) one may also write for (4.3)

{

3 . dEaf> dp(O)
o(s) =11 L 't~) -- + J(q). X(q) +PI) .E + PE(ir) • +

*1 dt dt
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" d (k)}
+ P~ (E(k)+E(ir».~ .

k=l dt
(4.7)

It is seen from (4.7) that changes in p(O) and p(k) (k =1,2, ... , n) contribute to the entropy

production. Then, if the electric field E of Maxwell's equations equals the equilibrium electric
d (0)

field E(eq
), defined by (3.5) and (3.16), -p- does not contribute to the entropy production and

dt

changes in p(O) are reversible processes.

Furthermore, if the vectorial internal degrees of freedom p(k) (k = 1,2, ... , n) vanish, p = p(O)

and in (4.7) the last term on the right-hand vanishes (as in the theory of De Groot-Mazur, see

reference 1). These two cases will be discussed in section 8 of this paper.
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5. Phenomenological equations and symmetry relations

It is seen from (4.3) that the entropy production is a sum of terms, where each term is the

inner product of two vectors or of two second order tensors of which one is a flux and the other is
the thermodynamic force or "affinity" conjugate to the flux.

According to the usual procedure of nonequilibrium thermodynamics (see references 1, 6
and 15), we have for a polarizable continuous medium by virtue of the expression (4.3) for the
entropy production the following phenomenological equations, in which the irreversible flows are

linear functions of the thermodynamic forces:

. 3 dp" 3
E(·r) _ p ~ L(O,O) _~ + ~ ~ L(O, k) E(k) +

Cl - .L. (P~ dt .L..L. (P)aji ~
~1 k=1 ~1

3 3 3. dE
+ ~ L(O,el) E + ~ L(O,q) X(q) + ~ L(O,v.) ~

.L. (P)aji ~ .L. (P)aji ~ .L. (P)~ ----;,j[ ,
~1 ~1 ~,-y=1

+ i- L U, el) E + i- L U, q) X(q) +
.L. (P)aji ~ .L. (P)aji ~

~1 ~1

3 U, vi) dE~
+ r. L(p)~ -d U= 1,2,'" ,n),

~,-y=1 t

3 dp" 3
.(el) _ p~ L(el, 0) __~ + ~ ~ L(el, k) E(k) +

JCl - .L. (P)aji dt .L..L. (P)aji ~
11=1 k=1 11=1

3 3 3. dE+ ~ L (el, el) E + ~ L (el, q) X(q) + ~ L(el, VI) ~
.L. aji ~.L. aji II .L. ~ -d '
~1 11=1 1\.-y=1 t

3 dp" 3
J (q) - P~ L(q, 0) ~ + ~ ~ L(q, k) E(k) +

Cl - .L. (P~ --;It .L..L. (P)aji ~

~1 k=1 11=1

3 3 3. dE+ ~ L (q, el) E + ~ L (q, q) X(q) + ~ L (q, v.) ~
.L. aji ~.L. aji II .L. ~ -d '
11=1 11=1 II,-y=1 t

(vi) _ p i- L (vi, 0) dp., + ~ i- L(vi, k) E(k) +
't~ - .L. (P)~ --;jt .L..L. (P)~ .,

-y=1 k=1 -y=1

+ i- L (vi, el) E + i- L (vi, q) X(q) + i- L (vi, vi) df.yr,
.L. ~ .,.L. ~ ., .L. aITtt d .
~ ~ ~~ t

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

The equations (5.1) and (5.2) are connected with irreversible changes in the polarization.

The equations (5.3) and (5.4) are generalizations of Ohm's law and of Fourier's law and (5.5) is a
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generalization of Newton's law for viscous fluid flow.

The quantities L~~, L~):1 (k =1,'" ,n), L~')e;;. etc., which occur in (5.1)-(5.5), are

phenomenological tensors. In principle, all irreversible phenomena can influence each other. This

is expressed by (5.1)-(5.5). For instance, the third, the fourth and the fifth terms on the right-hand

sides of (5.1) and (5.2) describe the influences of electric conduction, heat conduction and

mechanical viscosity on dielectric relaxation. Phenomena of this type are called cross effects.

By virtue of (2.7) tall is symmetric and hence it follows from (3.4) that also 't~) is a sym

metric tensor. Furthermore, we suppose that the mechanical stress tensor is symmetric. This ten

sor occurs in the first law of thermodynamics (2.6) and in the equations of motion. Hence, it fol

lows from the definition (4.4) that the viscous stress tensor't~) is a symmetric tensor.

Because of the symmetry of Eajl and 't~), one can choose the tensors L~~:::h, L~):h

(j =1 2 ... ) L (el, vi) L(q, vi) L(vi,O) L(vi, i) (j _ 1 2 ... ) L(vi, el) L(vi, q) L(vi, vi) so that the" ,n, aflr ' aflr ' (P)afl'y' (P)aflr -" ,n, aflr ' aflr ' all'Il; Y
satisfy the symmetry relations

L (0, vi) = L (0, vi) L (vi, 0) L (vi,O) (5.6)(P)aflr (P)~ ' (P)aflr = (P)1\<r( ,

L U, vi) = L U, vi) (j =1,2, ... , n) , L (vi, i) = L (vi, i) (j =1,2, ... , n) , (5.7)(P)aflr (P~ (P)aflr (P)1\<r(

L (el, vi) = L (el, vi) L (vi, el) = L (vi, el) (5.8)allr ~ aflr I\<r(

L (q, vi) = L (q, vi) L (vi, q) = L (vi, q) (5.9)allr ~ aflr I\<r(

L (vi, vi) = L (vi, vi) _ L (vi, vi) _ L (vi, vi) (5.10)all'Il; JXry!; - alll;y - llmI;y •

E(ir), E(k) (k =1,2, ... ,n), E, X(q) and 't~) are even functions of the microscopic particle

velocities, while dp , dp(k) (k =1,2, ... ,n), i el), j<q) and dEajl are odd functions of these ve10ci-
dt dt dt

ties. Hence, for the cross effects which occur in (5.1)-(5.5) the Onsager-Casimir reciprocal rela

tions read
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L (0,0) = L (0,0) L (j, k) = L (k, i) U, k =1,2, ... , n) • (5.11)
(P)~ (P)1\a ' (P~ (P)jXx

L~,el) = L (el, ell L~q) = L (q, q) (5.12)
I\a ' jXx ,

L (vi, vi) = L (vi, vi) L (0, i) = L (j, 0) U= 1,2,'" ,n). (5.13)aj¥; yl;~ , (P)ajl - (P)jXx

L (0, ell = L (el, 0) L (O,q) = L (q,O) (5.14)
(P)~ - (P)jXx • (P)ajl - (P)jXx ,

L (j, ell = L (el, i) U=12 .. · n) L (j, q) = L (q,i) U=1,2,···.n). (5.15)(P)ajl (P)1\a " , , (P)ajl (P)jXx

L (el, q) = L (q, ell L (0, vi) = L (vi, 0) (5.16)ajl I\a ' (P)ajly (P)~ •

L (j, vi) = L (vi, i)
U=12'" n)

L (el, vi) = L (vi, el) L (q, vi) - L (vi, q) (5.17)(P)atlr - (P)~ • " , , atlr -~ ajly -- ~ •

The relations (5.11)-(5.17) reduce the number of independent components of the
phenomenological tensors. Further reduction may occur as a consequence of symmetry properties
of the medium. If the medium under consideration is isotropic these tensors must be invariant
with respect to all rotations and to inversion of the frame of axes. In this case the tensorL~i) of

order four which also satisfies the Onsager relations (see (5.13» has the fonn

(vi, vi) 1 ( 1 (
Lally!; ="2 TIs a"", al\~ +ally au!;) +"3 Tlv -Tls) aajl~ , (5.18)

where the scalars'Tls and'Tlv are the shear viscosity and the volume viscosity, respectively.

Let Lajly and Lajl be two arbitrary tensors of order three and order two, respectively. If the
medium is isotropic these tensors have the fonn

and
L atlr =0 , (5.19)

(5.20)

We introduce (5.18)-(5.20) in (5.1)-(5.5) and we neglect for simplicity all cross effects.
except for possible cross effects among the different types of dielectric relaxation phenomena
described by (5.1) and (5.2). One then obtains

E(ir) =pL (0,0) ~ + ..:. L (0, k) E(k)
(P) dt ~ (P) ,

k=l

P
dp(j) =pL(j, 0) dp + ..:. L (j, k) E(k)

dt (P) dt ~ (P)
k=l

j<el) =L (el, el) E ,

U=1,2.··· .n).

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)
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(5.24)

(5.25)

These equations are analogous to the equations (5.18)-(5.21) and (5.23) of reference 9. In

(5.24) we used the definition (4.5) of X(q). In (5.25) we used (5.18), the relations (2.9)-(2.12) for

the deviator and the trace and, finally, the symmetry of EaI\'

The equations (5.23)-(5.25) are the well-known Ohm's law for electric conduction,

Fourier's law for heat conduction and Newton's law for viscous fluid flow, respectively.

The Onsager-Casimir relations for the scalar phenomenological coefficients which occur in

the phenomenological equations (5.21) and (5.22) read

and

L
U,O) _ L(O, j)
(P) - - (P)

L U, k) _ L(A:, j)
(P) - (P)

(j =12 ... n)" , ,

(j, k =1,2, ... ,n) .

(5.26)

(5.27)

See also the second of the equations (5.13) and the second of the equations (5.11), respectively.

Substituting (5.21)-(5.25) in the expression (4.3) for the entropy production and using (2.9),

(2.12), (4.5), (5.26) and (5.27), one obtains

+L(el, el)E2 + r 2L(q, q)(grad T)2 + "1$ r. [d~] 2 + 3"1" [ dE] 2} . (5.28)
...~l dt dt

From the nonnegative character of the entropy production it follows that the phenomenolog

ical coefficients satisfy inequalities as

L (0,0) > 0
(P) - ,

L (el, el) ;?: 0 ,

L U,j) > 0
(P) - (j =1,2, ... , n) , (5.29)

(5.30)

In (5.28) the teons with [ 1]' and E~). EO' (j =1,2, "', n) are connected with entropy

production due to dielectric relaxation, the tenns with E', (gradrr and [ d;]' and [ ~;], are

due to the thermodynamic forces conjugate to the electric conduction, heat conduction and

viscous flow, respectively.
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6. The reference state and linear equations of state for isotropic media

The specific free energy f (free energy per unit of mass) is defined by

f=u-Ts.

Using the Gibbs relation (3.7) we obtain for the differential off

3 n
df = -sdT + v :I: 't~q) d£~ + E(·q) • dp - :I: E(k). dp(k) .

... 11=1 k=1

Because of (6.2) we have

a
S =- - f (T £ P p(l) p(2) ... pen»~aT '~" , , , ,

and

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

(6.6)E(k) =- a;k) f (T,£~,p,p(l) ,p(2), ... ,pen»~ (k =1, ... ,n) .

In (6.4) we also used the relation v =p-I (see (2.16».

Next, we introduce the concept of reference state. Let To and Po be arbitrary but fixed

values of the temperature and the hydrostatic pressure, respectively. We now consider a state of

the medium in which the temperature is unifonn and has the constant value To and the mechani

cal stress is given by 't~ =-P0 S~, where also Po does not depend on position or time. Further

more, we shall assume that the electric field E which occurs in Maxwell's equations vanishes in

the medium. Such a state with specified temperature, mechanical stress and electric field may be

obtained by suitable experimental arrangements.

We also require that the reference state is a state of thennodynamic equilibrium. In order to
discuss this question we first note that 't~t, E(·q) and E(I) ,E(2), ,E(n) are functions of the tem-

perature T, the strain tensor £~ and the polarizations p,p(l) ,p(2), ,pen) (see (6.4)-(6.6». It should

be noted that p = V-I where v depends on the strain tensor (see, for instance, (2.16) and (2.19».

We now require that in the reference state the values Po,Phl),p~), ... ,Phn) for the polarizations and

the value £(o)~ for the strain tensor are such that

and

't~q)(To,£(o)~,Po,p~) ,p~), ,Phn» = -P 0 s~,

E(·q)(To'£(O)~,Po,Phl) ,Ph2), ,Phn» =0

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.9)

Since the tensor 't~q) is symmetric (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9) is a set of 3n + 9 equations for the 6
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independent components of the strain tensor £(O)all and the 3(n + 1) components of the polarization

vectors Po,Phl ) ,p~), ... ,Ph").

We assumed that E,E(eq) ,E(l) ,E(2) , ... ,E(") vanish in the reference state. Hence,

E(ir) = E - E(eq) (see (4.6» also vanishes and the three last terms on the right-hand side of the

expression (4.7) for the entropy production are zero. Since it is assumed that T is uniform

X(q) = _rl gradT vanishes and the second term on the right-hand side of (4.7) is also zero.

Finally, the first term on the right-hand side of (4.7) is zero since 't~) ='tall-'t~t (see (4.4» and

since we supposed that 'tall and 't~t both equal-Po aall' It is now seen from (4.7) that in the refer

ence state there is no entropy production. Such a state is called a state of thermodynamic equili

brium.

We will measure the strain in an arbitrary state with respect to the reference state. Hence, in

the reference state the strain is zero, i.e. Eco)all = O. Furthermore, we shall make the physical

assumption that the polarizations Po,Phl ) ,p~), ... ,Ph") vanish, Le. in the reference state all polari

zations vanish.

In order to obtain the dielectric relaxation equation illustrating the type of results to which

the theory leads, we shall assume that in a first approximation the electric fields E(eq) and EU)

(j = 1,2, ... ,n) are linear functions of the polarizations p,p(l) ,p(2), ... ,p(,,). Except for the case of

very strong fields such a linearization is usually permissible (see reference 10).

We postulate the following form for the specific free energylof a dielectric medium

where

and

1=/1
) +12

), (6.10)

(6.11)

(6.12)

We will assume that in (6.12) the scalars a~~'~) and a~t) (j, k = 1,2, ... ,n) are constants and that

U. l) (1, j)
a(p) =a(p) (j, k =1,2, ... ,n) .

Furthermore, we define the fields P<O) and pel) (k = 1,2, ...• n) by

p(O) = pp(O) • pel) = pp(l) (k = 1,2, "', n).

From (3.1), (2.20) and (6.14) we now obtain

p = p(O) + p(l) + ... + p(,,) .

Using (2.20) and (6.10)-(6.15) we have from (6.5) and (6.6)

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)
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E (eq) _ a(O,O) [ P ~ P(k)] _ a(O,O) p(O)- ~ -~ ~ ~ ,
k=1

(6.16)

EU) - a(O,O) p ~ aU, k) ~k)
- (P) - ~ (P) r'

k=1

(j= 1,2,'" ,n). (6.17)

The relations (6.16) and (6.17) are called equations of state. If the mass density p is constant

the phenomenological equations (5.21) and (5.22) for the irreversible dielectric relaxation

phenomena may be written in the form

E(ir) - L (0,0) dP + ~ L (O,j) EU)
- (P) dt ~ (P) ,

1=1

dpU) _ L U, 0) dP + ~ L U, i) E(i)
dt - (P) dt ~ (P)

.=1

where we have used (6.14) and (2.20).

(j=1,2,···,n),

(6.18)

(6.19)
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7. Dielectric relaxation equation for isotropic linear media

In this section we shall discuss the dynamical constitutive equations for dielectric relaxation

in isotropic media which follow from the theory if one assumes linear equations of state and con

stant phenomenological coefficients.

Using (4.6) the phenomenological equation (6.18) becomes

E =E(eq) +L (0,0) dP + ~ L (O,j) EV)
(P) dt ~ (P) •

J=I

(7.1)

With the aid of the linear equations of state (6.16) and (6.17) the equations (7.1) and (6.19)

can be written in the following fonn

where

"~ (1) p(k) _ Q(I)
Li Ck .. - (O,O)u'
k=1

v)
dP.. " (k)
-d- + l: hjkP.. = Qv,O).. (j = 1,2, ... , n),

t k=1

(7.2)

(7.3)

C(1) - a(O,O) + ~ L(O,j) aV' k)
k - (P) Li (P) (P)

j=1

(k =1,2, ... , n) , (7.4)

h - ~ LV, i) (i, k)
jk - Li (P) a(p)

i=1
(j, k =1,2, ... , n) , (7.5)

(I) (0,0) [ "(0, k)] (0,0) dP ..
Q(O,O).. =a(p) 1 + l: L(p) p .. +L(p) -d - E .. ,

k=1 t

Q - a(O,O) [ ~ LV, k)] P +LV' 0) dP.. (j 1 2 )V,O).. - (P) Li (P) .. (P) -dt = , , ... ,n. -
k=1

(7.6)

(7.7)

It is seen that the mathematical structure of (7.2) and (7.3) is completely analogous to the

structure of the equations (15.2) and (15.3) of reference 14, obtained in the thennodynamic theory

for mechanical phenomena in continuous isotropic media. It is also seen that the definitions

(7.4)-(7.7) are analogous to (15.4)-(15.7) of reference 14.

Using the same methods as in section 15 of reference 14, we shall show that it is possible to

eliminate the partial polarization vectors (the internal degrees of freedom) from the differential

equations (7.2) and (7.3), provided that the phenomenological coefficients are constants and the

polarization vectors and the electric field vector have time derivatives of a sufficiently high order.

For this purpose, it is useful to introduce the following notations
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dOpV)
--"- =pv) U=1,2, ... ,n),

dtO ..

o (I)
d Q (0,0).. _ Q(l)

dt 0 - (0.0)<1,

dOQ
V.O).. QUI 2 )--dt-7o--'-- = v. CJ).. =" ... , n .

(7.8)

Furthennore, we define the following quantities

(i+l) ~ (i) h
CI: = LI Cj jl:

j=1

(i, k =1,2, ... , n) , (7.9)

and

d'" Q(I)

Q
(I) _ (0,0).. =
(0,"')" - dt'"

(m =0,1,'" ,n),

d'" Qv,O)..
Qv, ",).. = dt'" =

=a~~')O) [ ~ LX;)I:)] d'"p .. +L v(;)O) d",+1 p ..
v f::t v dt'" dt",+1

U= 1,2, ... ,n; m = 0,1, ... ,n -1) ,

(i+l) II (i) (i)
Q(O, ",).. =L Cj Q U.",)a. - Q(O. ",+1)..

j=1

(i = 1,2, ... ,n; m = 0,1, ... , n - i) .

(7.10)

(7.11)

(7.12)

In (7.10) and (7.11) we have used the definitions (7.6) and (7.7).

Using the same procedure as in section 15 of reference 14 we can obtain the set of equations

~ Cv) p(l:) - QV)
LI I: .. - (0.0)..
1:=1

U=12 ... n)'" , , (7.13)

II dP(l:)
~ (II) .. (II)
LI CI: -dt =Q(O,I).. ,
1:=1

v)
dP.. II (I:)
--;Jt + L hjl:Pa =Qv,O)a U=1,2, ... , n).

1:=1

(7.14)

(7.15)

These equations are analogous to the equations (15.16), (15.17) and (15.18), respectively, of sec

tion 15 of reference 14.
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By multiplying both sides of (7.15) by c<;) and summing over j we obtain with the aid of

(7.9), (7.14) and (7.12)

II
~ (11+1) p(1) _ Q(II+I)
L; C1 .. - (0,0).. •
1=1

Finally, (7.13) and (7.16) can be combined in the set

II U) (1) U)
~ C1 p.. =Q(O,O).. (j =1,2, ... ,n + 1) .
1=1

(7.16)

(7.17)

This is a set of 3(n + 1) equations for the 3n independent components of the partial polariza-

tions p(1) p(2) ••• p(lI)
a,'a' 'u·

Next, we introduce the matrix C defined by

(1) (1) (1)
Cl C2 CII

C?) C~) c(2)
II

C= (7.18)
(II) (II) (II)

Cl C2 CII

(11+1) (11+1) (11+1)
Cl C2 CII

If the rank of the matrix C is n, a necessary and sufficient condition for the solvability of the

equations (7.17) is

(1) (1)
Cl C2

(2) (2)
CI C2

(II) (II)
Cl C2

(11+1) (11+1)
CI C2

(I) (1)
CII Q(O,O)..

(2) (2)
CII Q(O,O)..

(II) Q(II)
CII (0,0)..

(11+1) Q(II+1)
CII (0,0)..

=0. (7.19)

In reference 14 it is demonstrated that the rank of the matrix Cis n if and only if

(I) (1) (1)
CI C2 CII

ci2) c~) C~2)

:;to.

(II) (II) (II)
CI C2 CII

(7.20)

Next, we apply the Cayley-Hamilton theorem to the matrix H (which is the n x n matrix

with elements hij defined by (7.5». This theorem states that a square matrix satisfies its charac

teristic equation. Thus, we have
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HI+hIH"-1+ ... +hll_1H+hIlE=0. (7.21)

In (7.21) E is the n x n unit matrix and the coefficients hi (i =0,1, ... , n) are homogeneous

polynomials of degree i in the elements hij , (i, j =1,2, ... , n).

In particular,

II

ho= 1 , hI = - J:. hii ,
i=1

and

hll = (-1)" dethij = (-1)"

The relations (7.22) and (7.23) become with the aid of (7.5)

h - ~ LV, i) a(i, j)
1 - - ~ (P) (P) ,

i, j:1

We assume that

(7.22)

(7.23)

(7.24)

(7.25)

and that

deta~() =

detL~~() =

(1,1) (1,2) (I,ll)
a(p) a(p) a(p)

(2,1) a(2,2) (2, II)
a(p) (P) a(p)

a(II,I) (II, 2) (II, II)
(P) a(p) a(p)

L~,)I) L~,)2) L~~>,,)

L (2,1) L (2,2) L(2, II)
(P) (P) (P)

L
(II, I) L(II,2) L(II, II)
(P) (P) (P)

~O

> O.

(7,26)

(7.27)

The latter inequality holds because of the positive definite character of the entropy production.

One has detL~~() =0 if one or more of the n irreversible phenomena which give rise to dielectric

relaxation do not occur. For example, if L~~/) = 0 (j = 1,2, ... , n), i.e. if the first of these

phenomena does not occur.

By applying the same procedure as used in reference 14, we obtain the following equation

which is analogous to equation (15.30) of reference 14.
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11-1 [II {II (") IJ+ L (_I)m 0 L hll - i ~ c/-m Qv,m)u =0.
m=O ,=m+l }=1

(7.28)

Let us multiply both sides of this relation by (-It+1. Using the definitions (7.10) and (7.11)

for Q~b~m)u and Qv. m)u we then obtain after a rearrangement of terms

11-1 { [ II ]=a(O,O) ~ (_I)m+1I h 1+ ~ L(o.k) +
(P) LI II-m LI (P)

m=O k=1

+ r. hll-i [ r. c~i-m) L~)k)]} dm~u _

i=m+l j, k=1 dt

II { II [II 0 • ]} dmp_ ~ (_I)m+1I h L(O,O) + ~ h 0 ~ ~,-m+l) LV. 0) __u +
LI II-m+l (P) LI 11-1 LI c} (P) d m
~ ~ ~ t

[

II ] dllp d ll+1p+ (0,0) 1+ ~ L (0. k) u L (0,0) u
a(p) ~ (P) ~ + (P) dt ll+1 • (7.29)

The equation (7.29) represents the dielectric relaxation equation in the case of isotropic

media. It is analogous to the relation (15.32) of reference 14 and it can be written in the following

form

(0) (1) dE (11-1) d ll- 1E dllE
X(Jll') E + XQ!:P) - + ... + X(Jll') --_- +-- =

dt dtll 1 dtll

(0) (1) dP (II) dllP (11+1) d ll+1P
X(prr. P + X(PE) - + ... + X(prr. --+ X(PE) --u, dt u, dtll dt ll+1 '

(k) (k) •
where X(EP) (k =0,1, ... , n -1) and X(PE) (k =0,1, ... , n + 1) are constants. In particular,

(7.30)

X(m) - (_I)m+1I h
(Jll') - II-m (m=O,I, "',n-I), (7.31)

X(0) =(_I)lIa(O,O){h [I+~L(O'k)] +~h o[ ~ C~i)LV'k)]}(PE) (P) II LI (P) LI 11-1 LI } (P) ,
k=1 i=1 j, k=1

(II) _ (0.0) [1 + ~ L(o. k)] h L(O,O) ~ (1) LV' 0)
X(PE) - a(p) LI (P) - 1 (P) - LI Cj (J')'

k=1 j=1

(11+1) L(O,O)
X(PE) = (P)

and, ifn;;:: 2,

(7.32)

(7.33)

(7.34)
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X(m) = (_I)m+II{ a(O,O) h [ 1+ ~ L (0, k)] _ h L (0,0) +
(PE) (P) II-m ~ (P) II-m+l (P)

k=1

+ (0,0) ~ h . [~ ~i-m) LU'k)] _ ~ h .[~ ~i-m+l) LU,O)]}a(p) ~ 11-' ~ cJ (P) ~ 11-. ~ cJ (P)
i=m+l j, k=1 i=m j=1

(n ~ 2; m =1,2, ... ,n -1) .

(7.35)

(7.36)

The equation (7.30) is the relation (14.4) of reference 9 which we wished to derive in this

paper.

From (7.30) it follows that, if the linearization discussed in the preceding section is permis

sible (see reference 10) and if the rank of the matrix C is n (the case in which the rank of C is less

than n is left out of consideration in this paper), there is a linear relation among E, the first n

derivatives with respect to time of this vector, the polarization vector P and the first n + 1 deriva

tives with respect to time ofP.

The relation (7.30) may be called relaxation equation or dynamical constitutive equation. If

an electric field is suddenly applied to a dielectric for which the theory holds, there is no instan

taneous response of the polarization.

It should also be noted that (7.28)-(7.35) are analogous to (15.30) and (15.32)-(15.38) of

reference 14.

Finally, we may give a simplified expression for X~~E) and X~~P)' Let us consider deta~~/)

defined by (7.26) and let us denote by A~)k) the (n -1) x (n -1) subdeterminant of deta~~/) which is

conjugate to the element a~)k) .

Using the same procedure as in reference 14 the expression (7.32) forX~E) and the expres

sion forx~~) obtained from (7.31) (in the case m = 0) can be written in the form

(0) _ (O,O){ ~ «i,k) (0,0»( lY'+kAU'k)} d tLU,k)
X(PE) - a(p) ~ a(p) - a(p) - (P) e (P) ,

j, k=1

and

(0) (1)" h,. (d (i, j) )(d L(i, j»
X(EP) = - = eta(p) et (P) , (7.37)

cf. (16.15) and (16.16) of reference 14.

If the medium is in a state of equilibrium, where the time derivatives of the electric field E

and polarization vector P vanish, we have because of (7.30)

(0) (0)
X(EP) E =X(pE) P ,

or, with the aid of (7.36), (7.37) and (7.26), we have

(7.38)
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{

(0.0) }
(0.0) a(p) " '+1 U.I:)

E =a(p) 1- (i,i) l: (-ly A(p) P.
deta(p) i.l:=l

We note that if the polarization P is defined by

P =p(O) + pel) •

(7.39)

(7.40)

(Le. if we consider the case in which n =1) the theory developed in this paper reduces to the

theory given in reference 9.
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8. The case in which the polarization is additively composed of a reversible and n irreversi

ble parts

Ifwe suppose that E(ir) vanishes, one obtains from (4.6)

E(eq) =E.

Furthennore, the Gibbs relation (3.7) can then be written in the fonn

3 II
Tds =du - v ~ 't~q) deaf, - E· dp + ~ E(k). dp(k) ,

...~I k=1

the expression (4.3) for the entropy production reduces to

{

3 . deaf, II dp(k) }
o(s) =T-I ~ 't~) -- + J(q) • X(q) +i el ) • E + P~ E(k).

...~I dt k=1 dt

and the linear equation of state (6.16) for isotropic media reads

E - (0.0) P<O)
- a(p) •

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)

(8.4)

From (8.3) it follows that changes in p(O) =pp(O) are reversible processes because such

changes do not contribute to the entropy production. From (8.4) it is seen that there corresponds

an instantaneous change in P<O) to a sudden change of the electric field E. For this reason p(O)

becomes the reversible (elastic) part of the polarization and P<I) + p(2) + .. , + p(lI) the irreversible

part of the polarization.

Furthennore, from (5.21) and also from (6.18) it follows that E(ir) vanishes if and only if

L~~'~) and L~~)k) vanish (k =1,2, ... ,n). Because of the Onsager-Casimir relations (5.26) we also

have L~~)O) = 0 for k = 1,2, ... ,n. Thus, it is seen that the phenomenological equation (6.19) may

be written in the fonn

dpV) _ ~ L (j. i) E(i)
dt - ~ (P)

,=1
(j= 1,2,··· ,n). (8.5)

The dynamical constitutive equation (7.30) becomes (see in particular (7.34»

(0) (I) dE (II-I) d ll - I E dllE
X(EP) E + X''''D) - + ... + X(EP) --+-- =

...... dt dt ll- I dtll

(0) (I) dP (II) dllP=X(PE) P + X<PE) - + ... + X(PE) --
dt dtll '

where the expressions (7.34), (7.31), (7.36), (7.33) and (7.35) for the coefficients reduce to

(8.6)

X~;;~) =0,

(m) (l)m+1I h .
x(EP) = - II-m (m =0,1, ... , n - 1) ,

(8.7)

(8.8)
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X(0) - a(0.0) { .:. (a(i. i) a(O'O»( ly'+kAU' i)} detLU' i)
(PE) - (P) ~ (P) - (P) - (P) (P) ,

i. i=l

(II) (0.0)
X(PE) =a(p) ,

and, ifn~ 2,

X(m) =(_I)m+lI{ a(o.O) h + a(o.O) .:. h . [ .:. C~i-m)L U. i)]}
(PE) (P) II-m (P) ~ 11-1 ~ J (P)

i=m+1 i. i=l

(n ~ 2; m =1,2, ... , n -I) .

(8.9)

(8.10)

(8.11)

This result is analogous to the results obtained in section 17 of reference 1 and in section 9

of reference 9.
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9. The De Groot-Mazur theory

The theory developed in this paper reduces to the De Groot-Mazur theory in the limiting

case in which the phenomenological coefficients L~)k) and L~)O) =-LCJ;j> (see 5.26)) vanish

U, k =1,2, ... , n).

In this case we obtain from (5.22) and (6.19) that pU) and pU) (j =1,2, ... , n) are constant

vectors and we can assume that

pU) =pU) =0 U=1,2, ... , n) (9.1)

(i.e. there are no internal vectorial degrees offreedom).

This case is completely analogous (with the same results) to the case discussed in section 8

of reference 9.
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